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Abstract We present a scalable high-speed divide-by-N frequency divider using
only basic digital CMOS circuits. The divider achieves high-speed operation using
a novel parallel counter and a pipelined architecture. The parallel counter is based
on a state look-ahead component in conjunction with an internal pipeline structure
in order to simultaneously trigger all state value updates without a rippling effect.
The pipeline latencies are precluded due to the use of a subtractor circuit that “swallows” any additional cycles. Furthermore, our frequency divider is easily scalable to
large divider widths due to the use of modular component architecture. The fan-in
and fan-out are independent of the divider width, thus making the structure attractive
for regular VLSI implementation and continued technology scaling. We implemented
our proposed divider using a 0.15-µm TSMC digital cell library and achieved a maximum operating frequency of 2 GHz, an area of 112 848 µm2 (900 transistors), and
consumed 15.47 mW of power operating at 2 GHz for an 8-bit design, which offers
252 different frequency divisions.
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1 Introduction
Frequency dividers are widely considered as a major limiting factor in frequency
synthesizer systems, which require a very fast settling frequency feedback loop and a
wide-range of frequency division ratios [12, 40, 42, 44]. Among the most important
parameters of high-speed dividers are the operating frequency, operating range, and
power consumption [31, 41, 42]. Most modern frequency dividers are typically classified as cascaded asynchronous programmable prescaler counters, programmable
swallow counters, or programmable divide-by-N counters.
The cascaded asynchronous programmable prescaler counter [2, 6, 11, 20, 21, 23,
29, 33, 61, 62] offers a high operating speed due to the absence of a long delay loop
(the feedback delay is only present between adjacent cells). However, the operating
frequency is degraded by the increase in the number of cascaded cells, which are
usually controlled by a synchronous binary programmable value. Furthermore, these
counters suffer from a large accumulated jitter due to a long asynchronous cascaded
cell topology.
The programmable swallow counter [26, 37, 52] provides a wide variety of dividing ratios, which makes this counter amenable to multi-system applications. These
counters are composed of an N -bit programmable counter, an S-bit swallow counter,
and a P -bit prescaler counter, which results in an input frequency (Fin ) to output
frequency (Fout ) relationship of Fout = (NP + S)Fin . The structure has a minimum
division ratio of P 2 , meaning that it requires a delay of P 2 cycles to produce the
output pulse. Furthermore, the structure lacks modularity, which limits its flexibility
and reusability of low-cost design cells.
The divide-by-N frequency divider [1, 7, 28, 30, 46], also known as an integerN divider, exploits a large wide-range division ratio which can vary from 2 to N
where N is an arbitrary integer value less than 2M for an M-bit divider. Even though
the division ratio is not as flexible as a programmable swallow counter and the operation is not as fast as an asynchronous prescaler divider, research has shown that
the integer-N frequency divider is more practical in terms of design time, continued
cost-effective technology scaling, and has low spurious sideband effects compared to
a fractional-N (i.e. swallow and prescaler) frequency divider [34, 54, 60].
Even though expensive technologies, such as BICMOS, GaAs, and SOI [8, 16, 25,
38, 50], can increase a divider’s operating speed, CMOS is considered as one of the
cheapest technologies today and will likely be the most advantageous alternative for
future high-speed applications and power-efficient circuits. Therefore, many circuit
optimization techniques [3, 9, 10, 13–15, 17, 19, 22, 24, 27, 35, 43, 45, 47, 49, 51,
53, 55, 57–59] are based on a CMOS differential topology in the form of analog
and dynamic structures as a replacement for digital circuits, which are involved in
designing programmable counters.
In this paper, we propose a gigahertz, wide-range, cost-effective technology scaling programmable divide-by-N frequency divider implemented in 0.15-µm CMOS
technology. The key novelty of our frequency divider is its architectural improvements as compared to previous work. Since we implement all circuit blocks as digital
logic CMOS structures, these circuit blocks can easily be replaced with alternative
optimized dividers [3, 13, 15, 22, 35, 43, 49, 51] in order to maximize the operating
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speed and further reduce the power consumption. The parallel operation of our frequency divider makes the architecture amenable to arbitrary width scaling, resulting
in both high-speed and predictable operation. Our divider provides a low-cost implementation for continued technology scaling, which is attractive for both SOC and
VLSI implementation. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our proposed programmable divide-by-N frequency divider architecture, with a new zerolatency pipeline end-of-count detector circuit (EOC) in Sect. 2.2 and a high-speed
reload circuit with complete timing in Sect. 2.3. Section 2.4 presents our proposed
wide-range parallel counter architecture based on a novel state look-ahead topology.
In Sect. 3, we present experimental results and Sect. 4 discusses our conclusions.

2 Programmable Divide-by-N Frequency Divider Architecture
2.1 Background
Figure 1 depicts a block diagram for a conventional divide-by-N frequency divider
consisting of a ripple counter, a reload circuit, an end-of-count detector (EOC) and
external programmable inputs for frequency selection (Frequency Control Variables).
During operation, the circuit begins in a reset state with an initial counter value equal
to N − 1. For each input clock pulse (Fin ), the counter decrements and the output
clock pulse (Fout ) are generated when the counter value reaches “0”. The EOC detects the “0” counter value and asserts Frequency Match, which signals the Reload
Circuit (via Restart) to reset the Ripple Counter to N − 1. This operation results in
an output frequency of Fout = Fin /N , such that for an M-bit counter size, the frequency dividing factor N can be varied from 2 to 2M − 1. A variation of this divider
counts up from “0” to a divider value N (instead of counting down to “0”) (e.g.,
Chang and Wu [7]), which reduces the counter reload time to a single clock cycle
(as opposed to the two clock cycles required when counting down) and increases
the operating speed. The single-cycle reload process is accomplished by inserting

Fig. 1 Block diagram of a conventional divide-by-N frequency divider
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a D-Type Flip-Flop (DFF) between the EOC circuit and the Restart signal that enables the Reload Circuit. Additionally, this architecture reduces input clock frequency
constraints and increases divider operating frequency. However, this architecture has
several drawbacks: the maximum operating frequency decreases as the size of the
counter increases due to the increased delay caused by the ripple counter and the reload detector circuit is dependent on the counter size, which is usually implemented
as a large cascaded connection of AND gates with a pipeline latency of one clock
cycle.
Lee and Park [30] modified this counting-up architecture by combining the Reload Circuit and EOC circuit into one component operating as a control logic block.
The control logic block increases operating frequency by dividing the reload process
into three clock cycles, triggered by a count value of “2” instead of “0”. Using this
mechanism, they showed high-frequency operation regardless of the divider size. Kuo
and Wu [26] noted that the control logic must be properly initialized during each reload in order to avoid circuit failure and alleviated this issue using an external signal,
which was ORed with the restart signal to ensure the reload signal is active high, at
the cost of losing the first clock cycle after every reload. However, the control block
architecture is an irregular asynchronous structure that is unsuitable for wide-range
programmable counters and these frequency dividers suffer from pipeline latency as
well as long delays associated with the ripple counter and accumulated jitter.
2.2 Proposed Architecture
A characteristic feature of modern Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL) and frequency synthesizers for a system-on-chip (SOC) is a high-speed divider that can track the different
values of the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) output signal and lock the feedback
loop synthesizer dynamically. Our design has the following characteristics:
1. High-speed operation with a variety of programmable dividing frequency ratios.
2. Reconfigurable wide-scale dividing ratios with parallel operation that is independent of the divider size.
3. All design components are locally interconnected with a maximum fan-in and
fan-out of four and three, respectively, independent of the divider size.
4. Cost-effective for continued technology scaling with applicability to a wide range
of SOC design environments.
5. Fast design to market due to a well defined mathematical structure with simple
digital logic components.
6. Easily optimized to a higher-order performance using high-cost technology or
high-speed design components.
Figure 2 depicts a block diagram of our proposed divide-by-N frequency divider
for a sample 8-bit divider (i.e., M = 8 resulting in 252 counting states). The circuit
consists of novel parallel up-counter architecture and an improved EOC circuit combined with the reload logic. The parallel counter increases operating frequency by
enabling all counting states to be simultaneously updated without suffering from the
ripple delay introduced by ripple counters. This parallel operation activates the EOC
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of our proposed divide-by-N frequency divider for a sample 8-bit divider

circuit with a uniform delay regardless of the counter size. The number of 2-input
XNOR gates required by the EOC (GEOC ) is:
GEOC = M

(1)

where M is the counter size.
The EOC circuit is activated when the counter value reaches N − 2 using the
SUB-2 logic block, which subtracts the programmable divisor value N by “2”. The
programmable divisor value N is specified using the divider size M = 8-bit with
input (PQ7 to PQ0) as follows:
N=

M=7


PQi ∗ 2i

(2)

i=0

SUB-2 logic block is comprised of two cascaded SUB-1 logic blocks. Figure 3 depicts
the SUB-1 logic block circuit for the sample 8-bit divider in Fig. 1. The SUB-1 logic
block is an OR and XNOR gate structure that modularizes the inputs into groups of
four (i.e., Fig. 3 has two groups of four for a sample 8-bit divider), which constrains
the maximum fan-in and fan-out to four, provides predictable delay and total gate
count for any arbitrary divider size, and is suitable and attractive for VLSI implementation. The total SUB-2 logic block delay has no effect on the divider timing since the
SUB-2 logic can be set during an initial reset phase or during the reload process.
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Fig. 3 SUB-1 logic block circuit for the sample 8-bit divider in Fig. 2

The reload circuit uses a pipelined DFF structure to divide the single-cycle operation into two clock cycles: one clock cycle to activate the EOC and the second clock
cycle to activate the reload pulse (RELP) (similarly to Restart in Fig. 1) and thus reduces the accumulated delay of the EOC and Reload circuits. The Reload circuit is a
tree structure of 4-input AND gates, where the total number of AND gates (GReload )
for an M-bit frequency divider is
| Log4 (M)|

GReload =


i=1


M
.
4i

(3)

The RELP generated by the Reload circuit re-initializes the parallel counter to “0”
(reset state) with the rising edge of the system clock (CLK) and RELP is deactivated
by Restart from the EOC through pipelined DFFs on the subsequent rising CLK
with a single AND-gate delay. This method uses one complete cycle for resetting the
parallel counter and a second cycle for deactivating the RELP. Since the divider uses
a pipelined DFF structure, the output of the divider is generated after a two-clockcycle latency. Therefore, in order to ensure there is no latency delay with respect to
input frequency, SUB-2 subtracts a value of “2” instead of “1”.
2.3 Timing Analysis
Figure 4 depicts the timing for our proposed divide-by-N frequency divider for the
sample 8-bit divider in Fig. 2 showing the signal activities for detecting the target
value “00011011” (i.e., Q7 = Q6 = Q5 = Q2 = 0 and Q4 = Q3 = Q1 = Q0 = 1)
with a dividing factor N = 27 (i.e., every 27 clock cycles). We assume the parallel
up-counter has been initialized to the starting count value of “00000000” and after the rising CLK edge, the counter state increments to the next state “00000001”
and proceeds to count up after each rising CLK edge until the counter state equals
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Fig. 4 Timing diagram of our proposed divide-by-N frequency divider for the sample 8-bit divider in
Fig. 2 detecting the count value “00011011”

“00011000” (i.e., three states before the target value). On the rising edge of CLK,
four events occur in sequence, assuming all DFFs are positive edge triggered:
Event 1) The counter state updates to “00011001” after a constant delay of TPC ,
which is independent of the counter size.
Event 2) The EOC detects the counter state value after a delay of TEOC such that:
TEOC = TXNOR + TSETUP-HOLD

(4)

where TXNOR is the delay of a 2-input XNOR gate and TSETUP-HOLD is the setuphold time of the pipelined DFFs in the Reload circuit. Note that the detected
counter state value by the EOC is actually N − 2 due to the subtractor logic
SUB-2 (Sect. 2.2).
Event 3) After the next rising CLK edge, RELP is activated after a delay of TRELP
such that:
TRELP = TAND-TREE + TPDFF-ACCESS

(5)

where TPDFF-ACCESS is the delay of the pipelined DFFs and TAND-TREE is
the AND-gate tree delay in the Reload circuit. Concurrently, the counter state
updates to “00011010” after a delay of TPC , the EOC is deactivated after a delay
of TEOC , and RELP is resetting the counter to “00000000” after a delay of TRELZ
such that:
TRELZ = TRESET -COUNTER .

(6)

Event 4) After the next rising CLK edge, RELP is deactivated after a delay of TRELP ,
such that:
TRELP = TAND-TREE + TPDFF-ACCESS

(7)

similarly to (5) (assuming falling/rising transient times of CMOS transistors are
balanced).
In summary, the system clock period TCLK can be defined based on the timing
graph in Fig. 4 and a worst-case delay of one of the following paths:
TCLKIN ≥ (TPC + TEOC ) = (TPC + TXOR + TSETUP-HOLD )

(8)
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TCLKIN ≥ (TRELP + TRELZ ) = (TAND-TREE + TPDFF-ACCESS + TRESET -COUNTER ) (9)
TCLKIN ≥ (TRELP ) = (TAND-TREE + TPDFF-ACCESS ).

(10)

Equation (9) delay can be further reduced by inserting another pipelined DFF in the
AND-tree logic gate path as part of the Reload circuit and modifying the subtractor
log to subtract the value “3” instead of “2” in order to keep a zero pipeline latency.
This modification would reduce TAND-TREE by one half.
2.4 Proposed Parallel Counter Circuit Architecture
Figure 5 depicts our proposed parallel counter architecture for a sample 8-bit counter.
The main structure consists of the state look-ahead path (all logic encompassed by the
dashed box) and the counting path (all logic outside the dashed box). Module-1 and
module-3 are exclusive to the counting path and each module represents two counter
bits. Module-1 is a standard parallel synchronous binary 2-bit counter, which is responsible for low-order bit counting and generating future states for all module-3Ss
in the counting path by pipelining the enable signal for these future states through the
state look-ahead path. Figure 6 depicts the (a) hardware schematic and (b) state diagram for module-1. Module-1 outputs Q1Q0 (the counter’s two low-order bits) and
QEN = Q1 AND Q0 (the 1 in QEN1 denotes that this is the QEN1 for module-1).
QEN1 connects to the module-2’s DIN input.
Module-2 is a conventional positive edge-triggered DFF and is present in both
paths. In the counting path, each module-3S is preceded by an associated module-2;
hence, module-3Ss serve two main purposes. Their first purpose is to generate all
counter bits associated with their ordered position and the second purpose is to enable (in conjunction with stimulus from the state look-ahead path) future states in
subsequent module-3Ss (higher S values) in conjunction with stimulus from the state
look-ahead path. Figure 7 depicts the (a) hardware schematic and (b) state diagram for

Fig. 5 A functional block diagram of our proposed 8-bit parallel counter with state look-ahead logic
(encompassed by the dashed box) and counting logic (all logic outside the dashed box)
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Fig. 6 Module-1 (a) hardware schematic and (b) state diagram

Fig. 7 Module-3S (a) hardware schematic and (b) state diagram

module-3S. Module-3S is a parallel synchronous binary 2-bit counter whose count is
enabled by INS. INS connects to the Q output of the preceding module-2. Module-3S
outputs Q1Q0 (which connect to the appropriate count output bits QX and Q(X − 1)
as shown in Fig. 5) and QEN3 = Q1 AND Q0 AND QC (the 3 in QEN3 denotes that
this is the QEN for module-3S). The state look-ahead logic provides the QC input
(details discussed in Sect. 2.5). QEN3 connects to the subsequent module-2’s DIN
input and provides a 1-cycle look-ahead mechanism.
The novelty of the structure is summarized by having the next state transitions
in counting modules of higher significance enabled on the clock cycle preceding
the state transition using stimulus from the state look-ahead path. Subsequently, all
counting modules concurrently transition to their next states at the rising clock edge
(CLKIN). In such a way, the counting path’s counting logic controls counting operations and the state look-ahead path’s logic anticipates future states and thus prepares
the counting path for these future states.
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2.5 Counter’s State Equations
To realize the structure in state equation form, we denote a past counter state using lower case q7q6q5q4q3q2q1q0 and the next counter state using upper case
Q7Q6Q5Q4Q3Q2Q1Q0. The counter state equation necessary to enable Q7Q6
will contain q5q4q3q2q1q0. Consequently, Q3Q2 at module-31 is enabled by the
past state q1q0 from module-1, which carries through one clock cycle in the counting
path’s module-2, and enables module-31 on the next rising clock edge instead of waiting for the overflow rippling in a standard ripple counter. The state look-ahead logic
is principally equivalent to the one-cycle look-ahead mechanism in the counting path.
The 4-bit counter state equation (counter state outputs of module-1 and module-31 in
Fig. 5) can be expressed as:
Q3Q2Q1Q0 = Q3Q2Pipelined(q1q0)

(11)

where Pipelined(X) denotes that the past bit values represented by X must be
pipelined across one clock cycle. This notation may be recursively applied such that
Pipelined(Pipelined(X)) would pipeline X across two clock cycles, and so forth.
Consequently, the 6-bit counter state equation (counter state outputs of module-1,
module-31, and module-32 in Fig. 5) can be expressed as:


Q5Q4Q3Q2Q1Q0Q5Q4 = Pipelined (q3q2)Pipelined(q1q0) .
(12)
The complete 8-bit counter state equation (counter state outputs of module-1,
module-31, module-32, and module-33 in Fig. 5) can be expressed as:
Q7Q6Q5Q4Q3Q2Q1Q0



= Q7Q6Pipelined (q5q4)Pipelined (q3q2)Pipelined(q0q1)

(13)

For (11), the past state q1q0 is pipelined using the one-cycle look-ahead mechanism provided by the left-most module-2 in the counting path. For (12) and (13),
the state look-ahead path provides the past states q1q0 and q1q0 through early overflow pipelining. Figure 8 depicts a generalized M-bit counter topology, revealing
state look-ahead path details.
2.6 Counter’s Logic Counts
In this subsection, we analyze the logic overhead of our parallel counter architecture
based on the number of internal components (which can easily be translated to gate
counts). Module-1 is a 2-bit counter that provides a set of early overflow states to
enable future states. In general, if module-1 is a K-bit counter, one early overflow
state inputs into the counting path and the remainder of the early overflow states
input into the state look-ahead path.
The total number of Early Overflow States (EOS) generated by module-1 is
EOS = 2 ∗ K − 1

(14)
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Fig. 8 Generalized counter topology for an M-bit counter showing state look-ahead path details

and the number of Early Overflow Components (EOC) (denoted as state-S in Fig. 8)
required to propagate early overflow states in the state look-ahead path is
EOC = EOS − 1.

(15)

In order to generalize a skeleton structure to apply to variable counter widths, we consider the number of module-2s associated with each module-3S (one vertical column
of module-2s for every module-3S in Fig. 8). One module-2 is in the counting path
while the other module-2s are in the state look-ahead path. The number of Module-2s
in the Vertical-column State Look-ahead Path (M2VSLP ) is
M2VSLP = 2 ∗ K − (S + 1),

(16)

where S denotes the horizontal position of module-3S.
The total number of Module-2s in each Vertical column (M2V ) (including both
the counting and state look-ahead paths) is
M2V = M2VSLP + 1.
Using (14), the maximum allowable Counter Size (CS) in bits is


CS = K + 2(2 ∗ K − 1) .

(17)

(18)

Using (18), the required number of Module-3Ss in the Counting Path (M3CP ), which
is equal to the number of Module-2s in the Counting Path (M2CP ) is
M3CP = M2CP = (CS − K) ∗ 2.

(19)
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Table 1 Number of
components and total counter
range for sample counters with
respect to the module-1 size in
bits

Component

Module-1 size
Number of components
K = 2-bits

K = 3-bits

K = 4-bits

CS: Eq. (18)

8 (21 to 28 )

17 (21 to 217 )

34 (21 to 234 )

M3CP : Eq. (19)

3

7

15

M2: Eq. (21)

6

28

120

ANDSLP : Eq. (22)

1

15

91

EOC: Eq. (15)

2

6

14

The total number of Module-2s in the State Look-ahead Path (M2SLP ) is
M2SLP = CS − 2 ∗ K − CS − 2 ∗ K − 1 + 12

(20)

and the total number of Module-2s in the entire counter architecture (M2) is
M2 = M2CP + M2SLP .

(21)

The total number of AND logic in the State Look-ahead Path (ANDSLP ) is
ANDSLP = CS − 2 ∗ K − 2 ∗ CS − 2 ∗ K − 2 + 12.

(22)

Table 1 summarizes the component counts for various counter sizes based on the
module-1 size in K bits.
2.7 Counter’s Timing Delay
Using the proposed counter depicted in Fig. 5, we first derive the clock counter period
TCLKIN for an 8-bit counter based on the critical path signal propagation. Then, we
generalize the derivation for an M-bit counter. The counter period must be greater
than the worst-case critical path delay in the counting and the state look-ahead paths,
such that
TCLKIN > TM + TAND3 + TSETUP-HOLD

(23)

where TM is the delay of module-3S, TAND3 is the delay of an 3-input AND-gate, and
TSETUP-HOLD is the setup and hold time for the module-2. Furthermore, (23) can be
represented as logic gate delays in order to avoid technology dependent factors, such
that
1
∗ Inverter_Delay;
2
TAND3 = 1.5 ∗ Inverter_Delay

TSETUP-HOLD =

TM = 2 ∗ Inverter_Delay;

(24)

resulting in
TCLKIN = 4 ∗ Inverter_Delay.

(25)

Even though further speed enhancements are possible using various advanced design
techniques for the module-1, module-2, and module-3S, the purpose of this paper is
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to emphasize the architectural structure and parallel operation rather than improving
individual components using high-cost technology and special circuit design techniques. These improvements are orthogonal to our work.
In order to derive the clock period for larger counter widths greater than 64-bit, the
access time for the module-1 becomes the worst-case delay since larger module-1s
generate more early overflow states as depicted in (14). The module-3S and module-2
components are independent of the counter size, and do not change in structure for
larger bit widths (demonstrated in Fig. 8). Module-1s critical path delay is
TCLKIN > Tmodule-1 + TAND3 + TSETUP-HOLD .

(26)

The key emphasis of (26) is that the delay is bounded by the module-1 for counter
widths greater than 64-bits. In general, for very large counter widths (a module-1 size
greater than 5 bits), further enhancements can be made using our topology as a subtopology of a complete structure. Subsequently, the module-1 can be implemented
using previous techniques [2, 7, 11, 26, 28, 30, 37, 52, 62], resulting in a critical path
delay of
TCLKIN > Tmodule-1 − 1 ∗ (TM + TAND3 + TSETUP-HOLD ) + TAND3 + TSETUP-HOLD .
(27)
TCLKIN also has a secondary constraint due to the clock path’s wire parasitic loading
since the clock drives all modules in the structure simultaneously, which may be alleviated by using clock distributing and buffering approaches [18, 39] with an efficient
layout implementation.

3 Simulation Results
To evaluate our proposed frequency divider, we present performance verification using HSPICE simulation results and power and area analysis. Figure 9 depicts the layout of our proposed frequency divider for a sample 8-bit divider implemented using

Fig. 9 Layout for our proposed frequency divider for a sample 8-bit divider
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Berkley’s Magic circuit layout tool [36]. We generated the HSPICE net-list from the
Magic layout using resistance–capacitance parasitic extraction and performed performance verification using HSPICE 0.15-µm TSMC n-well CMOS technology [48]
operating at 1.35 V and 125 °C, which provides worst-case corner delays [4].
3.1 Timing Analysis
Figure 10 depicts the HSPICE simulation waveform captured using the Mentor
Graphics Powertrain waveform viewer [32]. The HSPICE simulation achieved a maximum operating frequency of 2 GHz for our 8-bit counter (Fig. 5) and the 8-bit divider (Fig. 2) with a safe margin of slew rate 0.1 ns/v rise/fall. The results show clean
waveforms and fully functionality.
Figure 10 (a) depicts an exhaustive simulation of the parallel counter states obtained by toggling the input clock (V (CLK)) at 2 GHz frequency from groundto-power supply and recording the output states. From top to bottom, Fig. 10(a)
shows V (q0) = V (CLK)/2, V (q1) = V (CLK)/4, V (q2) = V (CLK)/8, V (q3) =
V (CLK)/16, V (q4) = V (CLK)/32, V (q5) = V (CLK)/64, V (q6) = (VCLK)/128,
and V (q7) = V (CLK)/256. The time scale on the horizontal axis is in nanoseconds and the vertical axis represents voltage with a maximum of 1.35 V. The
states signals show sharp slew rates and clean waveforms indicating the design uses
well driving buffers and a robust design circuitry to avoid glitches and unnecessary noise toggling even at very high input frequencies (e.g., 2 GHz in this example).
As an illustrative example, Fig. 10 (b) depicts the circuit simulations for the complete divider circuit for a dividing frequency Fout = Fin/5 by setting the programmable frequency signal to 5. From top to bottom, Fig. 10(b) shows PQ0 = VDD,
PQ1 = 0V ; PQ2 = VDD, PQ3 = 0V , PQ4 = 0V ; PQ5 = 0V ; PQ6 = 0V ; and
PQ7 = 0V . The input clock (V (CLK)) is running at 2 GHz, as is clearly shown
with respect to the timing scale in nanoseconds on the horizontal axis. Figure 10(b)
also shows the state signals V (q0) and V (q1) with respect to the pulse reload signal V (RELP), which shows a period of 2.5 ns as is also clearly demonstrated by
the delta measurement. These waveforms also reflect sufficient internal drivers’ sizes
with robust design and layout.
The maximum operating frequency can be theoretically verified using the derived
(8) and (23). Combining these equations results in a total critical delay for our proposed frequency divider of
TCLKIN ≥ (TM + TXOR + TSETUP-HOLD ).

(28)

The delays of TAND3 and TSETUP-HOLD shown in (23) are not included in (28) since
the path of the parallel counter that is used in setting the states for the next counter
state modules is in parallel with the path of the parallel counter that is used in triggering the EOC, which is considered the critical path. In addition, (28) can be further presented as logic gate delays, in order to avoid technology-dependent factors,
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Fig. 10 (a) HSPICE waveforms for our 8-bit parallel counter (CLK = 2 GHz, VDD = 1.35 V) using 0.15-µm TSMC technology and (b) HSPICE waveforms for our 8-bit divider (CLK = 2 GHz,
VDD = 1.35 V, PQ0 = PQ2 = VDD, PQ1 = PQ3 = PQ4 = PQ5 = PQ6 = PQ7 = 0) using 0.15-µm
TSMC technology. The horizontal scales are in nanoseconds and the vertical scales are in volts

such that
TM = 2 ∗ Inverter_Delay;
TSETUP-HOLD =

TXOR = 1.5 ∗ Inverter_Delay;

1
∗ Inverter_Delay
2

(29)
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Fig. 10 (Continued)

resulting in
TCLKIN ≥ 4 ∗ Inverter_Delay.

(30)

On the other hand, we have depicted (9) as another alternative constraint on the operating frequency of the divider due to the chain of AND-tree logic in the reload
circuit, which can impose a large delay constraint for large width dividers. However, this delay has a negligible effect since it increases in the form of Log4 (M)
for an M-bit divider. For example, if the divider size is between 64 and 252 bits,
the delay is only increased by one 4-input AND-gate logic. This delay of activating the reload time (TREL ) can be further reduced by inserting another pipeline
of DFFs in the AND-tree logic of the reload circuit, thereby dividing this delay
into two stages. Subsequently, the subtractor logic of the EOC needs to subtract
a value of “3” instead of “2” in order to preserve zero pipeline latency frequency
divider operation. Equation (9) can be further presented as logic gate delays such
that
TAND-TREE = 2.5 ∗ Inverter_Delay;

TPDFF-ACCESS = 1 ∗ Inverter_Delay;

TRESET -COUNTER = 1.5 ∗ Inverter_Delay

(31)

resulting in
TCLKIN ≥ 5 ∗ Inverter_Delay.

(32)
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Fig. 11 Worst-case maximum clock frequency vs. divider width in bits

Equation (31) is the limiting factor in the operating frequency speed of our divider.
Figure 11 depicts worst-case maximum clock frequency vs. programmable divider
bit-width. The simulation results show that the clock frequency decreases at an approximate rate of log6.5 (M) as the counter bit-width increases from 8 to 34. This
decrease reflects the increasing cost of parasitic components on the system clock
(CLK) due to an increase of CLK’s fan-out as the divider bit-width increases. The
curve shows a sharp frequency decrease at 16 bits, which corresponds to the increased
delay of the reload circuit, based on [Log4 (M)] due to the addition of one extra AND
gate. A second sharp decrease occurs at 34 bits, which corresponds to the increase in
the module-1 size to accommodate larger counter width as depicted in (14).
3.2 Power Analysis
Figure 12 depicts worst-case total power consumption (static and dynamic) vs. clock
frequency for an 8-bit divider. We measure power consumption by setting the power
supply voltage to 1.65 V at 0 °C for a worst-case process corner [4]. At clock frequencies of 2 GHz, 1 GHz, and 200 MHz, the divider consumes 15.479, 7.37, and
2.19 mW, respectively. Overall, power consumption increases at a moderate linear
rate of 7.47 µW/MHz with respect to increasing clock frequency. The power consumption is primarily dominated by dynamic switching activity and local interconnects for all modules (which is at most a four-input-logic fan-in and a three-outputlogic fan-out with the exception of CLK and RELP). The transistor size is optimized
for high performance operation and low power by limiting the transistor width to
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Fig. 12 Power consumption vs. clock frequency for an 8-bit divider

5 µm and the channel length to 0.15 µm, with the exception of the clock buffer transistors, which are approximately 15 µm in width and 0.15 µm in length, and thus
minimizing the dynamic switching activity and preserving the static leakage power
to the order of nano-watts. Overall, the power consumption increases at a moderate
linear rate of 7.3 µW/MHz with respect to increasing clock frequencies. This small
increase rate is due to the small geometry sizes of the modules since the modules
are locally interconnected, which results in the elimination of global routing signals.
Hence, the parasitic components are also minimized, which further reduces the power
consumption. These factors are considered key factors for low-power CMOS design
[5, 16, 48, 56].
3.3 Area Analysis
Table 2 summarizes the total number of components and transistors required per component for our 8-bit divider based on the component design modules depicted in Fig. 2
and Fig. 5 using CMOS transistor design structures. The main counter components,
module-1, module-2, and module-3, require respectively 70, 90, and 24 transistors.
The complete 8-bit divider requires only 900 transistors, which equals approximately
112,848 µm2 of silicon die area. Figure 13 depicts the total transistor count vs. divider
width in bits for divider ranges increasing by powers-of-two (transistors per range)
and per 2-bit increments (transistors per 2-bits). Transistor requirements increase by
approximately 3× for each power-of-two divider range increase (a subsequent increase in parallel counter modules). For divider widths ranging from 1 to 8 bits, 9 to
17 bits, 18 to 34 bits, and 35 to 67 bits, the parallel counter requires respectively 900,
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Table 2 Total and
per-component transistor
requirements for an 8-bit divider

Component

Number of
components

Transistors per
component

Total transistor
count

Module-1

1

70

70

Module-2

6

24

144

Module-3

3

90

270

States-S

2

9

18

3 input AND

1

8

8

EOC (XNOR)

8

12

96

EOC (SUB-1)

1

N/A

122

Reload

1

N/A

172
Total = 900

Fig. 13 Total CMOS transistor count versus divider width in bits

2,173, 7,426, and 22,784 transistors. Analyzed as the transistor increase per 2-bit increments in divider width reveals a modest linear increase of approximate 1.2× per
2-bits.
3.4 Comparison Results
Recent literature reveals many programmable divider designs with which to compare
our proposed design; however, many factors complicate this comparison, such as different technology implementations, and more often, different technology simulation
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Table 3 Comparison of our proposed frequency divider with previous work
Tech.

Component
design

Pipeline
latency

Simulated
max clock
frequency
(HSPICE)

Power at
maximum
frequency
(HSPICE)

Area in number
of digital CMOS
transistors
N = 252

Kuo and
Wu [26]

0.18 µm

Not all digital:
extended
true-singlephase-clock
for flip-flop
design [41]

One clock
cycle penalty
at every
counter restart

2 GHz
(dividing
factor
N = 33)

8.48 mW
(dividing
factor
N = 33)

576

Chang and
Wu [7]

0.18 µm

All digital
CMOS

One clock
cycle penalty
at every
counter restart

1.305 GHz
(dividing
factor
N = 34)

6.86 mW
(dividing
factor
N = 34)

436

Proposed
divider

0.15 µm

All digital
CMOS

No latency due
to subtractor
circuit

2 GHz
(dividing
factor
N = 252)

15.47 mW
(dividing
factor
N = 252)

900

environments (even though the designs might have the same aligned technology).
Another important aspect is the cell implementation of the design, where many modern implementations target their design using dynamic and analog concepts of cells
design in order to operate for high-range frequencies with optimized power consumption.
Since our architecture is a divide-by-N frequency divider and is implemented entirely with digital CMOS circuits, we compare our results to the ones published by
Kuo and Wu [26] and Chang and Wu [7] in order to have a close comparison.
Table 3 summarizes the comparison in terms of power consumption in milliwatts,
maximum clock frequency in gigahertz, and area requirements in number of transistors for an 8-bit divider (maximum dividing factor N = 252). The power consumption of [26] measured at 2 GHz is the least power consumption of the compared designs due to the use of extended true-single-phase-clock for flip-flop components [13]. Their controller circuit (analogous to our proposed architecture’s Reload
and EOC) is only activated during the pulse of the selected dividing factor and requires a pulse generator circuit. Their circuit provides operating speeds up to 2 GHz
at the cost of adding one extra cycle (pipeline latency) for every dividing frequency
and using high-cost circuit cell design techniques. Reference [7] trades maximum
operating frequency for low power consumption (6.86 mW) due to small transistor
counts and low operating frequency. Our proposed design’s transistor count is larger
due to the parallel counter with the state look-ahead mechanism. The modules in our
proposed divider are all locally interconnected regardless of the divider width, which
inhibits a small transistor size. Subsequently, the dynamic power of our design is
reduced, which also can be further reduced by using advance circuit techniques [3,
13, 15, 22, 35, 43, 49, 51, 58]. On the other hand, as the frequency divider value N
increases, our divider’s transistor count increases at a rate of 1.2 per 4-bit increase, as
is depicted in Fig. 13. Thus, our divider’s power dissipation is still larger compared
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to previous work even for very large N values. Nevertheless, our divider reaches
operating speeds of 2 GHz with a maximum full range of exhaustive dividing frequencies (N = 256) without any additional clock cycle penalty usually introduced
by a pipeline structure. Finally, our divider leverages the low cost of basic digital
CMOS components with a scalable structure that is independent of additional gate
delay penalties to the operating frequency.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we present a modular structured high-speed wide-range divide-by-N
frequency divider. The divider structure’s main features use pipelining and state lookahead logic whose interoperation activates all modules concurrently on the system’s
clock edge. The divider’s critical path is divided into three cycles: the first cycle for
state evaluation and end-of-count (EOC) detection, the second cycle for reload pulse
activation and resetting the parallel counter, and the third cycle for deactivating the
reload circuit and releasing the counter to restart counting on the next clock edge.
Subtractor arithmetic in conjunction with the end-of-count detector (EOC) is used to
subtract a value of “2” from the current count value in order to eliminate all pipeline
latency cycles, resulting in exact frequency division. A divider of size M bits has a
range from 3 (instead of 2) to 2M due to the subtractor and provides the zero pipeline
latency with a negligible range loss. Results reveal that our divider frequency drops
at a rate of log6.5 (M) (where M is the divider width in bits) due to parasitic components that inhibit large fan-out of the system clock path (since all modules operate simultaneously). This logarithmic frequency drop places our design amongst the
fastest wide-range divider designs reported in literature, to the best of our knowledge.
Furthermore, area requirements increase at a modest rate of 1.2× transistors per 2bit increase in divider width. Similarly, power consumption increases at a moderate
linear rate of 7.47 µW/MHz with respect to each doubling of the clock frequency
(two-bit increase). Finally, the divider output value is determined directly, on-the-fly
with no additional decoding latency necessary to decode the final output results.
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